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Abstract 

The relevance of a research is provided that the 

modern world order is considered in article as 

multinetwork construction where the user is at the 

same time connected directly to several to networks 

different in essence at which there is a tendency to 

their deep integration, up to the formation of global 

forms. In this regard in the article are justified and 

offered: the global threats following from a basic 

contradiction; backbone role of world information 

space; risks of the opposition torn in it; disruptive 

content and need of monitoring of social networks. 

Materials of the article are practical value for 

experts in the field of monitoring of the social 

networks which became the area of a fierce fight by 

disruptive contents in world multinetwork space. 

Keywords: network, multinetwork 

space, globalization, disruptive 

content. 

 

Introduction 
The information sphere today is special space 

(fig.1.) in which the amplest opportunities of 

monitoring and control are put. 

Such multinetwork space naturally came into 

the view of malefactors. The generalized diagram of 

disruptive impacts on the user by multinetwork space 

is provided in fig. 1. Hereby and large two branches 

generated by the disruptive (DC) and the malicious 

code (MC) are viewed. Filler [1-10] on the considered 

network's information appears, and DC and VK are its 

varieties created by malefactors for the purpose of 

change of the social and economic status of the 

attacked user.  

The attacks by means of DC are usually aimed 

at control of society and are implemented through 

social networks. It was shown clearly by the success of 

"color revolutions" in a number of the countries which 

"driver" were such networks. Operational delivery of 

DC to a general population provided in this case mass 

character of protest performances which promoted the 

implementation of coups. What is more, DC was 

skillfully set up under psychology of possible 

participants of a protest, their mood, preference and 

waiting.  

 

 
Fig.1. Generalized scheme of disruptive influences on the 

user of a multiset space 

Construction of DC (fig. 2) provides its 

implementation in a consciousness of the user for the 

purpose of compulsion last to disruptive actions 

concerning the state. 

In other words, the malefactor needs to pick up 

only a key to start of for mechanism of protest actions 
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(unsatisfied national ambitions, a naive dream of fast 

prosperity in case of demolition of the operating mode, 

etc.). If such inadequacy will have mass character, 

then chances of a successful disruptive impact on the 

population of the country sharply increase. Actually, 

hostile propaganda (including on social networks) 

works in the direction of creation of a critical mass of 

people with the abnormal value of the Tolstoy's 

fraction (TF).  

According to DT, the person is evaluated as 

some fraction in which numerator the objective 

character of the analyzable personality is provided, 

and the self-conceit index figures in her denominator. 

Therefore the fraction deviation from unit 

characterizes either uncertainty or impudence of the 

researched individual. The considerable dispersion of 

DT specifies the people inclined to treachery and 

adventurism. In case of this DT, it is very useful even 

in home communication, at least in respect of 

restriction of the contacts with inadequate people 

inclined to a non-objective assessment of the situation 

and possible consequences[3]. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Fig. 2: The diagram of delivery and implementation of disruptive content in the creation of the regional user of multinetwork 

space

The denominator shall specify how the user on 

a network positions himself, and numerator - to 

characterize its network image. At the same time, in a 

type of anonymity, the denominator becomes very 

doubtful and only the deep analysis can open its 

entity. 

Mass and essential withdrawal of DT from a 

unit (for example, in respect of unreasonable 

ambitions and naive waitings) create a revolutionary 

situation in the country which in case of inactivity of 

the powerful external forces can be used in the 

mercenary interests. Behind sad examples (here far it 

isn't necessary to walk) [3]. 

From here need of systematic monitoring of the 

information space having the network organization 

follows. The Gold Board project which filters the 

information coming to the Chinese Internet space from 

the outside is a radical example of that. Service 

consists of ten thousands of highly qualified specialists 

and therefore the Chinese society is substantially 

protected from external information aggression. The 

task of "A gold board" is blocking of access for users to 

some Internet resources located on servers outside the 

country. Such social information networks as 

Facebook, Youtube, Twitter, Blogspot, Blogger, Vimeo, 

NYTimes and other popular networks are also 

completely disabled. According to different data, the 

number of Internet censors in China has risen from 20 

to 50 thousand people. In attempts of origin of 

dangerous "color revolutions" measures, not only on 

filtering separate messages but also on the elimination 

of key sources of disruptive information are 

undertaken [4, 5]. 

Now in Russia for federal public authorities 

and public authorities of the Russian Federation 

territorial subjects the RSNet (Russian State Network) 

network is created. It provides to users access to 

information space community of the Internet and 

places only official materials relating to activities of 

public authorities of the Russian Federation [6] on the 

servers. 

A special role in the modern world order is 

played by social networks – the most powerful 

broadcaster (billions of the active and passive users). 

The user as the subject of a network is objectively 

interested in the achievement of maximum popularity 

in society and in receiving the useful information 

through network services. The phenomenon of the 

avalanche growth of quantity both social networks of 

different function and their users and also – fierce 

competition in this segment of information space for 

information and psychological preferences of mass 

socially and the economically active people is 

explained by it. From here the technological 

refinement of construction and content distribution on 

social networks exceeds all waitings. In this regard the 

predictive instrument of network-content popularity 

which both an active user and numerous researchers 

of social networks wish to have is necessary. In this 

regard, the very useful practices [8-17] in the field of the 

discrete risk simulation of information processes are 

represented. 

For today the traditional tools of diffusive 

simulation of filler in network structures which are 

widely used for the description of medico-biological 

epidemics owing to the analog character, practically 
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exhausted the opportunities, having left a set of 

questions. In this regard, the program complex 

"Netepidemic" [12-17] for simulation of processes of 

network distribution of disruptive content, including 

network epidemic firmness assessment in the context 

of support of its safety was created. It is applicable as 

to signed content "minus" (disruptive), and signed 

content "plus" (positive). Here everything depends on 

intentions of the user generating content. And the 

more skillfully this product is created, then it is more 

than favor or harm (damage) it will bring to a network 

and its users. For disruptive content, the main 

modules of the program Netepidemic complex are 

illustrated by fig. 3. 

 
Fig.3: Main modules of the program Netepidemic complex 

 
Fig.4: Multi-channel structurally functional diagram of monitoring of multinetwork space 

 
Fig. 5. Methods of detection of the disruptive content (DC) in multinetwork space.
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  Besides in figures 2,3,4 approaches to 

implementation of the major procedure of a complex 

providing detection of disruptive content in 

multinetwork space. Here fig. 2 shows that "body" of 

content can be prepared on means: the DC providing 

visibility on a network; its subject attractiveness; the 

outputs prompting to the user from the analysis of DC; 

inducing the user to actions favorable to the 

malefactor. From here chronology of the user’s 

manipulations comes down to the sequence: I have 

visited; I have noted and investigated into the 

maintenance of DC; I have drawn on its conclusions 

and I have broken to actions. In the context of the 

Strategy of national security and the Doctrine of 

information security of the Russian Federation, the 

main signs of disruptiveness of content are given in 

fig. 4. At the same time methods of detection of DC in 

online communities are illustrated by fig. 5. 

In general, the structure of a software and 

hardware complex obviously has multi-channel 

character oriented on monitoring and the synchronous 

detection of DC in publics and channels of 

multinetwork space. 

 

Conclusion 
The above-stated approach has special 

relevance for the states with a many-sided mentality 

of regions where collecting of lands and nationalities 

in the uniform nation was carried out for centuries. In 

this case, each region has a specific portrait of the 

regional Internet user (RIU) acquires the features 

expressed in his preferences concerning the used 

information resources and the consumed contents. The 

reference point on the RIP model shall be a basis of 

the above project. 
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